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Go to Content Explore how the SAP solution meets the needs of your business and delivers as promised before you buy it. Access to comprehensive, pre-upgraded online learning and software tools for the SAP array of software. Discover, download and buy SAP solutions and services from SAP and our partner ecosystem. Build your skills with comprehensive, up-to-date online content learning, social
learning and peer collaboration - when and where it's convenient for you. Support targeted training, enhance employee experience, and protect your brand by quickly implementing web learning for a customer-centric enterprise. Discover, try and buy SAP solutions and services from SAP, including analytics, mobile apps, and cloud solutions. Visit our digital marketplace to explore, try and purchase reliable
third-party solutions for your SAP software environment. Back to the beginning, Thinfinity VirtualUI allows double Plattform solutions to allow Windows desktop applications to function as web applications that can be accessed remotely from any HTML5 web browser. Since its launch in 2015, it has helped thousands of organizations embrace digital transformation by extending the life cycle of business-
critical applications cost-effectively and reliably. Chat, voice and video APIs Sendbird power conversations and community in hundreds of the most innovative applications and products. The feature-rich Sendbird platform and pre-fab user interface components make developers more productive. We care about a ton of operational complexity under the hood, so you can power a rich chat, and life voice, and
video experiences, and don't worry about features, edge cases, reliability, or scale. 1 2 3 4 5 Leading world companies depend on HighGear to move forward with their critical processes. To quickly create forms, design processes, and automate workflows that simplify operations. It's easy to assign tasks, track activity, and report status from a single central location. Create workflow applications without code
in days, not months, and gain visibility across the enterprise. 6 7 8 9 10 With the most comprehensive catalog of elearning courses from the world's leading publishers, we are here to help you every step of the way, from finding courses, displaying them to core competencies, synchronizing them with your LMS to increase usage and improve your L'D programs. Our expertly curated catalog includes
thousands of courses covering business skills, compliance, security, technology, certificates and industry topics. 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 Scoop.it! Your new post is loaded... Your new post is loaded... He scooped up Scoop.it! SAP Software is free to download the full version more ... Scooped up Scoop.it! Download SAP Software FREE more ... Show (Show) Support VoyForums - Squeezing and
Ad VoyForums: Programming and supporting this service has been a labor of love since 1997. We are one of the few services on the Internet that appreciates privacy of users, and never sold your information. We even fought hard to protect your privacy in court cases; however, we did so with little or no financial support - pay out of pocket to continue to provide services. Because of the questions imposed
on us by advertisers, we also stopped hosting most ads on forums many years ago. We hope you will appreciate our efforts. Show your support by donating any amount. (Note: We are still a technically non-profit company, so your contribution is tax-free.) PayPal Acct: Feedback: Donate VoyForums (PayPal): Previous Thread Following Post Previous Post - Date Published: 07:44:39 03/31/14 Mon Author:
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download Display 1 - 5 of 163 resultsRom Rulida from the infopreneur team Time Used: More than 2 years Review Source: Capterra Easy in using ERP system with less complex functionality. ProsSAP Business One is an ERP system designed for small and medium-sized actors. With a highly interactive GUI, it allows users to move around the system easily within minutes of using it. Another good feature
of SAP Business One is how it has divided different business functions into modules that allow the ability to point and click for users. Unlike its more sophisticated counterpart, SAP All-in-One, SAP Business One has eliminated the need to use T-codes, which is a huge advantage for users who don't specifically memorize hundreds of codes to process transactions. With this in mind, SAP Business One still
covers almost the entire fundamental business process of the entities along with the ability to customize using and the fields of the Office of The Query.ConsConsidering that this is ERP software, adapting generally accepted accounting principles is not fully Users who are specific in their accounting may notice that some log entries do not meet the applicable standard in their country. This is because there
is only a limited option when it comes to the chart accounts to be used as well as account settings. Company Size: 2-10 Employees Time Used: Less Than 2 Years Review Source: Capterra I Was An Administrator, who created this software in small business (up to 50 people) and I have no problem with the software, I program some modules from each other and hooked it up to SAP BO without
problemsProsThis is easy to use ERP, cheap and designed accordingly for small business (10 - 100 peoples) without any problems, is inexpensively effective software. ConsIt is a little hard to understand at the beginning, but when you familiarize yourself with the system all is well with it. Has a few problems with the 10.0 Desktop version for the price and good popularity in the market itself, it's a really good
ERP. Well done. Thanks for the positive feedback. Company Size: 1,001-5,000 Employees Time Used: Less than 12 Months Review Source: Capterra I participate in the implementation of the project in units abroad, the implementation of SAP B1 as an alternative in affiliates and communication with SAP Enterprise parent company. ProsThe SAP system offers a number of benefits for those who need a
solid ERP with a permanent roadmap development. However, the presence of SAP Enterprise affects infrastructure and licensing costs that make contracts unfeasible. Sap B1 provides a more accurate and cheaper system with SAP support and technology. ConsEven, although it is an easy version of SAP, it still requires skilled professionals that greatly affect labor costs. The process of updating and
applying notes/settings is still complex and makes it difficult to manage on a daily basis. Time Used: Over 2 years Review Source: Capterra ProsI usually use the bank management module very friendly when creating seats and visualize movements in the bank, to register vendors or customers is great because it links RIF information directly to the seniat platform, so there is no error during the creation of a
new client, what I like about the system is that it is not integrated like others that have an administrative system and another accounting system that has it all in one and at the time of recording they can be visualized in reports. ConsWhat I liked the least about this software is that it does not have the necessary support from the company that implements the system, they do not have timely answers to some
questions, which makes it difficult to work, on the other hand, when creating seats, if there was an error in the project if you allow the change, however, the same does not happen with the distribution rule. I feel like it's not happen because it doesn't cause more impact as it would change the amount and/or date date Seat. Company size: 11-50 Employees Industry: Transport/Truck/Railroad Time Used: Less
than 6 Months Review Source: Capterra Customer Service Team has been flexible and timely in solving most of our problems. They charge a fee for what one would think would come as part of a set package, such as designing kinks after Go-Live. ProsWe have moved from fast books to this system. Easier to track documents, provides greater legitimacy (nothing can be removed, so accounting is much
more reliable), and allows you to track changes in documents by the user so I can easily look at the document and see each person who made the changes and what they were. ConsSearching for business partners (customers, suppliers) is not as fluid as I would like. You have to go to a couple of different screens to see the full list or do a search, but nothing is visible right away. When you save documents
(accounts, sales orders, etc.) if two people create at the same time there is no warning about who receives the document number, so you should double check your number after saving; It's embarrassing. SAP has a more comprehensive program than what quickbooks provide. We can add inventory and track products as well as billing. Billing.
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